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About this collection  
 
Title: ​Reuel Gordon Lemmons Papers (1908-1989) 
  
Creator:​ Reuel Gordon Lemmons (1912-1989) 
  
Identifier/Call Number: ​Center for Restoration Studies Manuscripts #11 
  
Physical Description: ​8.5 linear feet (17 boxes) 
  
Dates (Inclusive):​ 1908-1989 
  
Dates (Bulk):​ 1908-1989 
  
Location: ​Center for Restoration Studies 
  
Language of Materials: ​English 
  
Scope and Content Note:  ​A collection of the works and papers of Reuel Lemmons arranged by 
subject. Items include but are not limited to: minutes of various meetings, academic papers, 
advertisements, broadcast transcripts, articles, pamphlets, commentaries, pictures, letters, 
sermons, lesson outlines, manuscripts, song lists, Texas history notes, and other miscellaneous 
items. 
  
Biographical Note: ​Reuel Gordon Lemmons served Churches of Christ as a minister, writer, 
editor, and publisher. Born in Pocahontas, Arkansas on July 12, 1912, he attended Abilene 
Christian College (Abilene, TX), graduating in 1935. Though he served only two congregations 
as a local minister (in Tipton, OK and Central Church of Christ in Cleburne, TX), his 
evangelistic and preaching career spanned over five decades. He edited ​Firm Foundation 
(Austin, TX) from 1955-1983; he also edited the missions-oriented periodical ​Action​ and was 
founding editor of ​Image​. Lemmons supported and promoted a variety of parachurch ministries 
such as orphans’ homes, a singing school, and mission efforts in Europe, Africa, and South 
America.  In 1948 he helped establish Southwestern Christian College (Terrell, TX) and served 
long tenures on the boards of trustees of Abilene Christian University and Pepperdine University 
(Malibu, CA). 
  
Administrative Information 
Immediate Source of Acquisition:​ gift 
Date of Acquisition:​ unknown 
Accession Number:​ R 2007.51 
Date of Accession:​ 18 May 2007 
Accessioned by:​ David Sessions, Julia Reid 
Processor and Date of Processing: ​Audrey Schaffner, 31 January 2014 
Finding Aid Creator and Date: ​Audrey Schaffner, Mac Ice, 3 February 2014 
Finding Aid Update: ​Mac Ice, 25 July 2016; Mac Ice and Amanda Dietz, 19 January 2019 
 
  
Using this collection  
 
Processing Status: ​Processed 
  
Conditions Governing Access: ​Materials are housed in the Abilene Christian University Special 
Collections and Archives, Brown Library, Abilene Christian University in Abilene, Texas and 
are non-circulating.  Access is available during normal business hours; prior appointments are 
preferred. 
  
Conditions Governing Use: ​Permission to publish, quote or reproduce items from this 
collection must be secured from the repository and the copyright holder. 
  
Preferred citation: ​[identification of item], [file or folder name], Reuel Gordon Lemmons 
Papers, 1912-1989. Center for Restoration Studies MS #11. Abilene Christian University Special 
Collections and Archives, Brown Library. Abilene Christian University, Abilene, TX. 
  
Copyright notice: ​Unless transferred to Abilene Christian University in writing, copyright is 
retained by the authors of these materials, or their descendants, as stipulated by United States 
Copyright Law (Title 17 US Code). Researchers are responsible for using these materials in 
conformance with copyright law. 
  
Arrangement of Materials: ​The collection is arranged by subject in 17 boxes. Various subjects 
are found within each box with each subject discretely foldered and labeled. The subject 
headings have been compiled into a single list, stating the heading and content of each folder and 
the box in which it is located. The list is organized alphabetically by subject.  This subject 
arrangement may reflect the creator’s original order. 
  
Separated Materials: ​none 
  
Subjects 
Abilene Christian College -- graduate 
Abilene Christian University 
Brownlow, Leroy 
Christian Church (Disciples) 
Christian education 
Churches of Christ -- History -- 19​th​ century 
Churches of Christ -- History -- 20​th​ century 
Churches of Christ -- Missions 
Churches of Christ -- Periodicals 
Churches of Christ -- Texas -- Abilene 
Churches of Christ -- Oklahoma 
Education, Higher -- Texas -- Abilene 
Education, Higher – California 
Evolution 
Firm Foundation 
Foundation School of Music 
Harper, Ernest Rosenthal 
Italy 
Lanier, Roy H. 
Nichol, Charles Ready 
Otey, W. W. 
Paden, Cline R. 
Pepperdine University 
Restoration Movement (Christianity) 
Showalter, George Henry Pryor 
Tant, Fanning Yater 
Wallace, Foy Esco, Jr. 
Warren, Thomas B. 
Woods, Guy N. 
Audiocassettes 
Clippings 
Correspondence 
Ephemera 
Manuscripts 
Minutes 
Newsletters 
Periodicals 
Sermons 
 
  
  
Inventory  
  
[First Folder, First Box] Finding Aid 
  
Subject list: 
  
ABUNDANT LIFE in box 8 
Curriculum 
Correspondence 
Lesson plans 
  
ACU BOARD OF TRUSTEES in box 3 
Pictorial Directory 
Minutes from various meetings 
Lists of names, occupations, and addresses of board members 
  
ACU COMMITTEES & CAMPAIGNS 
Minutes of various meetings 
"Special List A" (people listed by geographical area) 
Materials from Estate Planning Committee 
Materials from Development Committee for Summer Missions Program 
Materials from the Committee of Seventy-Five 
  
ACU EVOLUTION CONTROVERSY in box 3 
Various correspondence, statements, memorandums, etc. 
Institutional Statement (Feb. 17, 1986) 
Evolution and Creation notes from Archie Manis' biology class 
Issue of "Christian Courier" (June 1986) 
Board of Trustees Ad Hoc Investigative Committee report 
Abilene Christian University Investigative Report 
Petition in support of Dr. Archie Manis and Dr. Kenneth Williams 
Evolution Notes, 4 Pages 
Manis, Archie L., Ph.D., Statement of beliefs 
Manis, Archie L., Ph.D., Research in Genesis, A handout research assignment 
Manis, Archie, Associate Prof. of Biology, Memorandum, 3 Pages 
To: Dub Orr, Chairman, Ad Hoc Committee, ACU Board of Trustees 
Re: Contextual Circumstances of Certain Accusations Made by Dr. Bert 
Thompson 
Robinson, Garland M., Evolution Taught at Abilene University!, Periodical 
Williams, Kenneth,  Statement of beliefs 
02/13/1986, Investigative Report, Abilene Christian University, 9 Pages; Report on investigation 
re. accusations in teaching evolution 
02/14/1986, Maxey, Lowell R., Hagler, Dean, Letter; Re: additional material on the issue 
02/17/1986, Institutional Statement 
 
05/19/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., Letter to Elders of East Main Church of Christ 
re: ACU evolution controversy 
05/23/1986, Colley, Gary letter to Charles L. Trevathan re: bulletin 
06/17/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 8 Pages, letter to Gary Colley and Elders, East Main Church 
of Christ re: ACU evolution controversy 
06/23/1986, Teague, William J., letter to Charles Trevathan re: invalidity of the charges 
07/07/1986, Jackson, Wayne, letter to Bert Thompson re: comment on Charles Trevathan's letter 
07/07/1986, Jackson, Wayne, 2 Pages, letter to Charles L. Trevathan re: invitation to debate 
07/07/1986, Trevathan, Charles, 3 Pages, letter to Wayne Jackson re: his letter 
07/10/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Wayne Jackson re: debate 
07/11/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 3 Pages, letter to Gary Colley re: debate 
07/22/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 4 Pages, letter to Gary Colley, Wayne Jackson, Bert 
Thompson re: various issues 
07/25/1986, Jackson, Wayne, letter to Charles Trevathan re: refusal to debate on extremism 
07/30/1986, Trevathan, Charles, 4 Pages, letter to Gary Colley re: correspondence 
08/01/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages and Appendix, letter Wayne Jackson 
re: pejorative terminology assignment 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Kirby Williams, editor of Christian Journal 
re: ​Is Genesis Myth?​ [hereafter IGM] book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Ira Y. Rice, Jr., editor of Contending for the 
Faith re: IGM book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Oran Rhodes, editor of Sound Words re: 
IGM book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Dr. Thomas B. Warren, editor of Spiritual 
Sword re: IGM book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Richard E. Black, editor of Torch of Truth 
re: IGM book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Jim Bullock, editor of Gospel Tidings re: 
IGM book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to William S. Cline, editor of Firm Foundation 
re: IGM book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to: Larry Robertson and Clark Carlo, editors of 
The Light re: IGM book 
09/02/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 2 Pages, letter to Gene Shelburne, editor of Christian Appeal 
re: IGM book 
09/05/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 6 Pages, letter to Howard W. Norton, editor of Christian 
Chronicle re: IGM book 
09/23/86, Williams, Kirby D., letter to Charles L. Trevathan re: refusal to enter into the 
controversy about IGM book 
10/08/1986, Rice, Ira Y., 4 Pages, letter to Charles L. Trevathan re: IGM? Book 
10/17/1986, Charles L. Trevathan, 20 Pages, letter to the editors of ​Firm Foundation​, ​Gospel 
Advocate​, ​Christian Chronicle​, ​Contending for the Faith​, ​Spiritual Sword​ re: Is Genesis Myth? 
10/20/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 6 Pages, letter to the Presidents of Columbia Christian, David 
Lipscomb, Freed-Hardeman, Lubbock Christian, Oklahoma Christian, Southwestern Christian 
Colleges, and Faulkner, Harding and Pepperdine Universities re: IGM? Book. 
10/25/1986, Trevathan, Charles L., 3 Pages, letter to the Presidents of Columbia Christian, David 
Lipscomb, Freed-Hardeman, Lubbock Christian, Oklahoma Christian, Southwestern Christian 
Colleges, and Faulkner, Harding and Pepperdine Universities re: IGM? Book. 
11/19/1985, 5 Pages, letter from a senior biology major at ACU to C. G. Gray, re: Arid Lands 
Biology field trip 
11/25/1985, Letter, A plea for support 
12/08/1985, 2 Pages, Statement made by the elders of the Baker Heights Church of Christ, 
Abilene, TX 
12/08/1985, Manis, Archie, 2 Pages, Statement made at Baker Heights Church 
12/13/1985, Young, William E. (Bill), Memorandum, 2 Pages, to Dub Orr and Dr. Roy 
Willingham, co-members of ad hoc committee on behalf of ACU Board of Trustees re: Synopsis 
of telephone interviews with graduate students in an attempt to evaluate accusations against 
ACU professors Dr. Kenneth Williams and Dr. Archie Manis 
12/19/1985, Archibald, Norman, 2 Pages, letter to Mark Steven Scott re: enrollment 
June 1986, Jackson, Wayne, The ACU Evolution Scandal - Continuing Fallout, Christian 
Courier, Volume XXII No.2, 4 Pages, Periodical 
  
ADDRESSES in box 2 
Possible addresses of subscribers 
  
ADS FOR SPECIAL EVENTS in box 5 
Advertisements for gospel meetings and workshops featuring Andy T. Ritchie, Jr., C. E. 
McGaughey, Prentice Meador, Jr., and other preachers 
Tracts and Pamphlets: 
"The Context in Which We Preach" 
"Interesting Facts About the Bible" 
"Fundamentals of the Faith" 
Church building bonds 
"A Personal Letter from Juan A. Monroy" 
"Year End Gifts" 
"What Happened to the Body", Battle Creek, Michigan 
Special Lectures at Battle Creek Church of Christ 
Bible Teacher's Workshop, ACU, Theme: Growing in the Grace and Knowledge of the Lord 
Jesus Christ 
Year End Gifts, ACU 
A pamphlet describing how and why to give a gift to ACU 
  
AFRICAN BROADCASTS in box 13 
Numerous sermons broadcast in South Africa 
June 12, 1948, The Simplicity That Is In Christ 
Radio Script - 3 typed pages 
Numerous sermons broadcast in South Africa 
  
ANTAGONISTIC TRACTS in box 5 
A Few Minutes . . . With Someone Who Loves You 
Some Observations Concerning The So-Called Church of Christ 
Wasted Worship 
Divine Healing 
A Sermon From a Text Mutilated by the Campbellites 
Is the Church of Christ Really the Church of Christ? 
Let's Get Away 
Not of Works 
Ambassadors of God Turn Agents for the Devil 
Biblical and Non-Biblical Practices in the Church of Christ Today 
Why Are You Alive? 
The Protestant Era at an End! 
Duncan, Homer, ​The So-Called Church of Christ​, 28 pages 
Gilpin, John R., ​A Sermon From A Text Mutilated By The Campbellites​, Baptist Youth Witness 
Tracts, 24 pages 
Mayo, L. M., ​Wasted Worship​, 7 pages 
Miller, Jim, ​Is the Church of Christ Really the Church of Christ​, J-M Publications, 6 pages, 
Pamphlet ​Confession of An Ex-Campbellite 
Moore, W. C., ​Ambassadors of God Turn Agents for the Devil 
The Australian Forum for a Restoration of NT Christianity, ​The Protestant Era at an End! 
Torrey, R. A., ​Divine Healing: Does God Perform Miracles Today​, Moody Compact Books #12, 
46 Pages 
Wardup Lloyd L., ​Biblical and Non-Biblical Practices in the Church 
Winters, Clayton, ​Not of Works 
  
ARTICLES - VARIOUS ARTICLES AND SUBJECTS in box 1 
Christ in History - An Appreciation, 14 pages, Manuscript 
Is the Church of Christ a Denomination?, 12 pages, Manuscript 
On the Power of Papers, Mass Meetings, Soliciting, 3 pages, Manuscript 
Beam, Ernest, By What Rule is Fellowship?, 6 pages, Manuscript 
Blazer, Howard A, Sr., Catholic Misrepresentation, 3 pages, Manuscript 
Cannon, Joseph L., Missionary Societies, A Lesson From Recent History, 2 pages, Manuscript 
Ellis, Lloyd E., Living Stones, Alameda, California, Manuscript 
Foutz, Roy, Into All The World, Idalou, Texas, 2 Pages, Manuscript 
Graham, Ralph V., We Welcome Burton Coffman to the Northeast, 2 pages, Manuscript 
Harper, E. R., Dishonorable Ernie, 5 pages, Manuscript 
Lemley, F. L., Let's Give Herod a Fair Trial, Canon City, Colorado, Manuscript 
Lemmons, Reuel, The Best is Still Yet to Come, 2 pages, Manuscript 
Reed, J. C., Have We Forgotten So Soon?, Sulphur, Louisiana, 2 pages, Manuscript 
Thurman, Dillard, Thus the Breach Widens, Norman, Oklahoma, 4 pages, Manuscript 
Whitson, Mont, Christian Students in State Colleges and University, 3 pages, Manuscript 
Woodbridge, Judson, In the Interest of Better Understanding, Wellington, Kansas, 4 pages, 
Manuscript 
03/23/1952, Showalter, G. H. P., The Stewardship of Souls, 6 pages, incomplete, Manuscript of a 
lecture delivered at New Braunfels, Texas, March 23-28, 1952 
04/03/1953, Lawrence, Robert W., Preaching and Teaching, 5 pages, Manuscript 
04/08/1955, Conner, R. C., The Relationship of Freemasonry to Religion, 5 pages, Manuscript 
05/19/1954, Harper, E. R., I Am Ashamed of my Lack of Christianity, 4 Pages, Manuscript 
05/26/1945, Whitten, D. J., Letter letter to G. H. P. Showalter re 'The Church Messenger' 
06/06/1951, Douthitt, Ira A., 6 pages, proposition for a debate on church support of schools and 
orphans homes 
06/09/1955, Reeder, Frank, Following God's Lead, Manuscript 
07/12/1944, Dunn, H. H., Harper-Harding College - Premillennialism, 4 pages, Manuscript 
10/19/1953, Coffman, Burton, Itazuke Air Base, Japan, Fukuoka, Japan, 4 pages, Manuscript 
10/19/1954, Myers, Odell, A Word to Brethren, Flushing, New York, 3 pages, Manuscript 
11/23/1954, Sawyer, Howard, Birds of a Feather Flock Together, Manuscript, 
criticism of Cornell Avenue Church of Christ, Chicago, IL 
12/11/1940, Nichol, C. R., Photograph, letter to Reuel Lemmons 
  
ARTICLES BY LEMMONS in box 2 
"Vain Repetitions in Prayer" 
"The Right to Disagree" 
"The Fine Art of Leadership" 
"Class Consciousness" 
"Brotherhood Politics" 
"The Dead Head of Goliath Was Left in Jerusalem" 
"The Church is God's Kingdom" 
  
BIBLE in box 10; all by Reuel Lemmons 
The Church, The Corporate Expression of the New Life in Christ, 15 pages, Manuscript, 
A Changeless Law For a Changing World, 13 pages, Manuscript 
God's Glorious Church, 10 pages, Manuscript 
Is the Bible Simply a Myth?, 13pages, Manuscript, Sermon manuscript on the inspiration of 
Scripture. 
Sola Scriptura, 2 pages, Manuscript 
The Scriptures, 4 pages, Manuscript 
The Scriptures--Our Pattern, 14 pages, Manuscript 
  
BIBLE SCHOOL AND CHURCH BULLETIN MATERIAL in box 14 
Various poems, devotional thoughts, tracts, typed notes, etc. 
  
BIBLE STUDY OUTLINES & OTHER MATERIALS RE BIBLE STUDY in box 1 
Through the Bible in Panoramic Views​, Manuscripts for Lessons 1 (Genesis), 40 (Matthew), and 
61 (II Peter) 
Hillin, W. D., Isaiah 1:10-17, Manuscript outline and exegesis of Isaiah 1:1-10 
Hornibrook, S. J., The Coming Thousand Years, When Jesus Returns, Portland, Oregon, 35 
Pages, Manuscript 
Lockwood, G. C., Evidence that Jesus is the Son of God, Manuscript, 7 page typewritten outline 
02/24/1972, Hornibrook, S. J., Why Study the Bible, Why Study Anything?, Portland, Oregon, 
Manuscript 
04/28/1953, Firm Foundation Publishing House, 4 Pages, letter from letter to 'Friend and Fellow 
Worker' re Bible school literature (4 pages) 
  
BOOKS, PAMPHLETS ON BIBLE STUDY SUBJECTS in box 8 
Skillman Avenue Church of Christ (Dallas, TX) Bible Study Program 
"Christianity in Action" 
Correspondence 
"Bible Geography Workbook - Old Testament - Book 1" 
Lists of Songs and Quotations from the Psalms 
"A Study of the Book of Psalms" 
"Young People of the Bible" 
"Know Your Bible Quiz" 
"Sound Doctrine" 
"Introducing the Student to Bible Aids" by Mrs. W. H. Adams, Jr. (1964 Spring Lectureship at 
Pepperdine) 
  
BROWNLOW, LEROY in box 16 
Correspondence with Leroy Brownlow regarding orphan homes 
  
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT COURSE in box 14 
"How to Correct Workers" (booklet) 
Materials for better business management 
  
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST (CLEBURNE, TX) in box 9 
Correspondence 
Various advertisements 
Numerous prayer meeting programs 
Handwritten letter concerning a letter from David Lipscomb 
"Christian Woman of Year to be Honored in Abilene" (unidentified article) 
Various other newspaper articles 
Various personal letters sent by Lemmons 
 
CHARTS in box 11 
Twenty-two various charts 
  
CHURCH in box 10; all by Lemmons 
Seven sermons about 'church' 
"The Unique Authority of the Church" (long paper) 
Eight page manuscript, part two of a 17 page manuscript (pages 10-17) 
Nine page manuscript, part two of an 18 page manuscript (pages 10-18) 
In the Church, 12 pages, Manuscript 
The Challenge to the Church, 4 pages, Manuscript 
The Christian's Triumphant Faith-Part One, 8 pages, Manuscript (pages 1-8) 
The Christian's Triumphant Faith-Part Two, 8 pages, Manuscript (pages 9-16) 
The Unique Authority of the Church-Part 1, Manuscript (pages 1-12). 
The Unique Authority of the Church-Part 2, Manuscript (pages 13-25) 
The Unique Nature of the Church-Part One, 9 pages, Manuscript, part one of an 18 page 
manuscript (pages 1-9) 
The Unique Unity of the Church-Part One, 9 pages, Manuscript, part one of a 17 page 
manuscript (pages 1-9) 
Shall the Church Die, In Our Hands, 8 pages, unfinished manuscript of a sermon given at the 
Sunset Elders Workshop, 1982 
 
"CHURCH" in box 11 
 Manuscript by S. E. Terry 
  
CHURCH TROUBLES in box 9 
Materials involving troubles at Preston Road Church of Christ (Dallas, TX), 19th and University 
Avenue Church of Christ (Austin, TX), Austin Street Church of Christ (Levelland, TX), 
Vandelia Village Church of Christ (Lubbock, TX), Lufkin Church of Christ (Lufkin, TX) 
Correspondence about Nov. 29, 1955 article in ​Firm Foundation​, "The Inconsistency of 
Anti-Ism" 
  
COMMENTARY ON ACTS in box 12 
Manuscript of chapters 1-4 
Manuscript of chapters 5-8 
Manuscript of chapters 9-12 
Manuscript of chapters 13-16 
Manuscript of chapters 17-20 
Manuscript of chapters 21-24 
Manuscript of chapters 25-28 
  
CONTROVERSIAL in box 10; all by Lemmons 
A manuscript based on grace from John 1:16. 
Brotherhood Politics, 10 page sermon manuscript on Lemmons' understanding of politics in 
Churches of Christ 
ACC Lectures 1976, Freedom in Christ-Part One, pages 1-8 of manuscript 
ACC Lectures 1976, Freedom in Christ-Part Two, pages 9-17 of manuscript 
  
CONTROVERSIAL TRACTS in box 5 
Institutionalism? Orphan Homes and Church Co-operation 
Why I Left the Christian Church 
My Position Regarding Instrumental Music 
List of Heresies 
Burial of the Newborn 
Scriptural Church Cooperation 
A Review of Scriptural Church Cooperation 
The Music Tree 
Church of Christ Schools 
The Pastor System 
The Christian and the Lodge 
Is Religious Unity Necessary for Salvation? 
Exposing the Heresy of Premillennialism 
The Truth About Catholics 
Miracles: Fact or Fantasy? 
Should I Have My Baby Baptized? 
Law, Expediency, Opinion 
Where There is No Pattern 
The Anti-Instrument and Other Laws on Trial 
Blood or Baptism: Which Saves Me? 
Has the World Gone Crazy? 
The Two Kinds of Faith 
Teaching Evolution 
3 Strikes and You're Out 
  
CORRESPONDENCE in box 14 
 Mostly business correspondence 
  
DEITY in box 10 
 7 sermons about deity/God/Jesus 
 Manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons:  
 Christ the Head of the Body 
  Directing His Steps 
  God's Changeless Purpose Part One 
  God's Changeless Purpose-Part Two 
  Is Jesus Our Savior an Imposter?-Part One 
  Is Jesus Our Savior an Imposter?-Part Two 
  Is the God We Worship Really Dead?-Part One 
  Is the God We Worship Really Dead?-Part Two 
  Our Changeless God-Part One 
  Our Changeless God-Part Two 
  The Candle of the Lord 
  The Father's Blessings 
  
DOCTRINAL in box 10 
 6 sermons on doctrinal matters 
 Manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons: 
  Untitled manuscript, 15 pages, in two parts 
  A Pattern to Go By, concerning the restoration of the New Testament 
Church. 
  Doctrinal Purity in the Next Century 
  Is the Holy Spirit and the Church a Fraud?-Part 1 
  Is the Holy Spirit and the Church a Fraud?-Part 2 
  The Validity Of Our Plea 
  Justification and Sanctification, July 13, 1975, Northside Church of Christ 
  
DOCTRINAL TRACTS in box 5 
 "Christ Shepherds His Church With Elders, as Undershepherds, Locally" 
 "Charts and Short Sermons on Important Topics" 
  "Baptism: The Beauty of Natural Obedience" 
 "Caring for the Needy" 
 "Duty of the Evangelist" 
  "The Kind of Music God Wants" 
 "Falling From Grace" 
 "Come and See" 
 "The Christian Life" 
 "Is Weekly Communion a Scriptural Requirement" 
 "Is This What You are Looking For?" 
 "What is Truth?" 
 "The Eternal Life" 
 "The New Testament Church" 
 "Which Church is Right?" 
 "A Certain Salvation" 
 "Identifying Christ's Church Today" 
 "The Lord's Supper: A Study" 
 "Romans 6: Man's Response to the Gospel" 
 "Instrumental Music in Christian Worship" 
 "The Church of Christ: What is it?" 
  "The Power of the Holy Spirit" 
 "Truth For Today" 
 "The Abundant Life" 
  
EDITORIAL NOTES in box 6 
 Notes for various editorials written by Lemmons 
 George Hickey, Human and Bible Expedients 
 Joseph H. Cox, More on Gal. 6:10 
 Notes by Reuel Lemmons: 
 A rough draft of an editorial concerning preachers and new buildings 
   A Critique of Criticism 
 Baptized into Christ 
 Can I Have a Discount?, concerning discounts for Firm 
Foundation materials 
 Is He God or Was he Man, on the humanity of Jesus 
 Modernism 
 Pride, Prejudice, and Papers, a rough draft of an editorial 
 The Outlook in the West, on churches on the West Coast 
 The Sonship of Christ, concerning the doctrine of the Trinity 
 The Way Back (Home), concerning sin and righteousness 
 Will You Give Us a Discount?, on discounting Firm Foundation 
material 
 Woodrow C. Whitten, The Flight from Freedom, on Judaizing teachers 
  
ELDERSHIP in box 11 
  Articles and papers on eldership 
  
EVANGELISTIC TRACTS in box 5 
 "24 Questions and Answers About Baptism" 
 "What Must I Do to be Saved?" 
 "Who Is Lost?" 
 "Have Faith in God" 
 "Are You Ready For Your Journey Into Eternity?" 
  "The Good News" 
  "Preaching the Word in the Newspaper" 
  "Bread From Heaven" 
 "God's Plan of Salvation to Man . . ." 
  
FIRM FOUNDATION FINANCIAL INFORMATION in box 1 
 Expense reports, statements of operation, and printing stock inventory information, 
1940-1944 
 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT in box 6 
 Copies of fifteen 'Food For Thought' editorials by Lemmons 
  
FOUNDATION SCHOOL & PICTURES in box 4 
 Song lists 
 Advertisement for Foundation School of Music 
 Photographs, identified: 
 Jimmy Adcox, James D. Bales, George S. Benson, Norvell J. (Brick) Brickell, Adam 
Broom, Charles S. Chandler, Murray Czeczotka, Bob Conrad, camp photographs, Cecil Price, 
Holland Boring, Charles Coil, George Willard Collins, Bob Connel, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Cox, 
David Davenport, Jack Exum, Leonard M. Gray, Marguerite Gray, Claud Guild, Harold 
Hazelip, Gwen Hensley, Luther Hodge, Tom Holland, Alex Humphrey, Mike Ireland, Jerry 
Jones, Jovanovic family, Reuel Lemmons, Jim Bill McInteer, David Davenport, ? Epps, 
Bob Hare, Roy H. Lanier, Sr., Steven Lemley, Neil Lightfoot, Jim Bill McInteer, Dennis L. 
Mars, F. H. (Buddy) Martin, R. Stafford North, Cline Paden, Cecil Price, Neale T. Pryor, 
Vernon Ray, Gary Saehner, Rubel Shelly, Lawrence Ray Smith, Harvey Starling, Ivan Stewart, 
E. Keith Stotts, Donald Taylor, Calvin Warpula, George Wheaton, Wendell Winkler, 
Helen Young 
 
 Photographs, unidentified: 
 birthday speech, singing exercise, boys leading singing, singing, spectators, group 
photo, Eastern European Mission (print shop), European lectureship (Nantes,    France), singing 
ladies, baptism scene, singing school, Polish Church Recognition   Ceremony, Elders Seminar, 
"Peter and Paul" actors, a picture of a river and trees,   "The beautiful Trans-Pecos where the 
deer and antelope play", "A tired businessman takes the day off. Oh-hum-m-m.", Foundation 
School of Music –    1977, Youth Rally, Young people’s group 
 
 Photograph, L-R: Cline Paden, Reuel Lemmons, Bailey McBride and W.A. 
Harrison. 
 02/16/1977, Boring, Holland, Letter to Reuel Lemmons re: new song book 
 February 1979, Photograph, Holland Boring 
 August 1981, Photograph, European lectures, London 
 1982 photographs: Doug Parsons, John E. Jones, Art McNeese, Ronnie White 
 June, 1983, photograph: Soehner, Gary, Baptism in Fadoro, Indonesia 
 1984, Lanham, Charles, Photograph, Monument, Brush Run Church 
 June 11-22, 1984, Foundation School of Music flyer 
 
FRANKLIN, BEN in box 16 
 Notes from Ben Franklin's talk, "Issues Confronting Us" from 1959 
  
FROM DAD in box 16 
 Letters from Reuel Lemmons' father concerning orphan homes 
  
HENSEL MEMORIAL in box 4 
 Correspondence 
 Certificate of Incorporation (1964) 
 Camp Hensel Directory (1978, 1983) 
 Newsletter (April 1975) 
 Preliminary Statement and Plan "For Raising the Necessary Funds for the 
Development of Hensel Memorial Camp" 
 "The Case for Hensel Memorial" and various other documents about the camp 
 Letter from congressman J. J. Pickle to Reuel Lemmons, February 19, 1974 
 Letter from Reuel Lemmons to Roy Coffee, Jr. concerning funds for Hensel 
Memorial, December 27, 1978 
 Certificate of Incorporation for "Hensel Memorial", November 13, 1964 
 Directory for Camp Hensel - 1983 
 Hensel Memorial Encampment Newsletter - April 1975 
 Letter from Reuel Lemmons concerning reimbursement for camp expenses. 
 Brochure for Hensel Memorial Encampment 
 Letter from Reuel Lemmons to Mr. & Mrs. Walter Frazier 
 Letter from congressman J. J. Pickle to Reuel Lemmons concerning sewage 
system at Hensel Memorial. 
 Letter from Reuel Lemmons to Brother and Sister Cartwright 
 Letter from N. W. Starling concerning funds for Hensel Memorial, 11/9/75 
 Letter from Reuel Lemmons to Mrs. Ruth Foster, 1975 
 "The Case for Hensel Memorial" 
 Letter from Reuel Lemmons to Elaine Bond, December 10, 1976 
  
HIGHLAND CHURCH / MARTY WEST in box 2 
 09/01/1985, Marty and Angela West, Jeremy, 11 Pages, Letter to the Elders of the 
Highland Church of Christ, regarding Boston Movement 
  
HORSKY in box 15 
 Songs by Horsky 
  
INSPIRATIONAL TRACTS in box 5 
 Issue of "Truth For Today" (6:3) 
 "Absolute Mathematical Proofs of the Divine Inspiration of the Bible" 
 2 Issues of "Time and Judgment" 
 "The Binding and Loosing of Satan" 
 "Evolution: Fact or Faith?" 
 "Is the Bible the Inspired Revelation of God?" 
 "Teaching Evolution" 
 "A Ready Reference for Personal Workers" 
 "That Blarney about Bridey Murphy" 
 "Be of Good Cheer" 
 "Bible Classes" 
 "Why Baptize by Pouring and Baptize Babies" 
 "He is Risen" 
 "Church Discipline" 
 "Federal Aid to Catholic Church" 
 "The Chaste Virgin" 
 "Do We Repent of Our Sins?" 
 "Love in Action" 
 "A Personal Letter" 
 "Myths About Mary" 
 "Neither Catholic, Protestant, nor Jew" 
 "Catholicism and the Bible" 
 "Why Peter Was Never a Pope" 
 "The Dance" 
 "Life of Christ in Verse" 
  
LEMMONS CORRESPONDENCE in box 15 
 Correspondence regarding Lemmons' song book 
  
LESSON OUTLINES in boxes 4 and 9 
 Lessons and outlines 
 3 Minute Chapels 
  
LESSONS in box 7 
 Manuscript lessons by Reuel Lemmons: 
 A manuscript from a sermon on the Roman Catholic Church, 11 pages 
 A sermon on denominationalism, 11 pages 
 A sermon on the state of the Church, 10 pages 
 A sermon on sectarianism, 10 pages 
 A sermon on God's House, 10 pages 
 A Sermon on God. 
  
LETTERS in box 2 
Unless otherwise noted, letters are from Reuel Lemmons 
 03/09/1987, to Foundation School of Music class of 1986, re. June Reunion 
 03/10/1984, to Elders and Minister, Westover Hills Church of Christ, re.    Foundation 
School of Music 
 03/12/1973, 6 Pages, from David W. Winham, reasons for leaving the Church of Christ 
 03/22/1985, from Norman R. Dean, regarding the new journal, ​Image 
 03/28/1978, to “Dear brethren” , regarding Foundation School of Music particulars 
 04/17/1985, from Phil Sanders, regarding ​Image 
 04/27/1985, from R. C. Oliver, regarding ​Image​ magazine and subscription 
 05/13/1971, Letter, Release of Vendor's Lien 
 05/21/1985, from Denny Boultinghouse, regarding journal articles 
 05/21/1985, from Denny Boultinghouse, regarding coding systems 
 05/30/1967, from Bill Decker, regarding soliciting gifts for Abilene Christian 
College 
 06/02/1988, from Beulah Wall, regarding World Bible School correspondence course 
 06/16/1971, from John F. Campbell, regarding deed for St. John's Church of Christ; 
Exemption Request attached. 
 06/28/1985, to Steven Johnson, regarding personal advice about Singing Camp 
drop out 
 07/06/1988, from Danny A. Meadows, information request for School of Music 
 07/22/1987, from Frank Scheurich, regarding Dion Quintana's missing "school". 
 10/11/1988, to Foundation School of Music, from Mellini and George Ewing, 
regarding scholarship for school of Music 
 12/09/1982, to Special Committees of the Board of Trustees, ACU 
 12/31/1988, to Arthur and Mary Melonado, regarding their son in singing school 
  
LETTERS - VARIOUS & UNKNOWN AUTHORS 1944-57 in box 1 
 Driskill, R Ervin, Tillit S. Teddlie re church cooperation 
 Reese, John F., 2 Pages, undated letter to W. W. Otey 
 01/08/1955, Palmer, Roy V., to C. S. Doggett re plagiarism 
 01/17/1955, Dixon, H. A., to Reuel Lemmons re statement on Leroy Garrett. 
 01/18/1955, Drinkwater, A. H. Bedford, E. M. Henry, H. F. Bell, P. M. Broom, 
Wendell, 2 pages, re modernism 
 01/27/1955, Brady Church of Christ, 6 elders, Photostatic copy, 'to whom it may 
concern' re: establishing another congregation. 
 01/29/1955, Las Vegas Church of Christ, 6 Elders, 2 pages, to the Elders at 
Dalhart, Texas re church troubles in Dalhart 
 01/30/1946, Boles, H. Leo, to Norman Davidson re response to Boles' previous 
letter 
 03/14/1955, Paden, Cline R., Carbon copy, to the editor of Time re church trouble 
in Italy 
 03/28/1955, Morton, Thomas B., to Lyndon B. Johnson re efforts of Embassy at 
Rome 
 03/30/1955, Paden, Cline, Photocopy; 2 pages, to 'Dear Brethren' re religious 
freedom in Italy 
 04/05/1955, West Erwin Church of Christ, Elders, to editors of ​Christian 
Chronicle​ and ​Firm Foundation​ re. funding Italian work 
 04/15/1955, Paden, Cline R., 3 Pages, to the Elders at West Erwin Church of 
Christ re court case in Italy 
 04/23/1955, Johnson, Lyndon B., to Thomas G. Fowler re difficulties encountered 
by the church in Rome 
 04/26/1955, McCullough, O. G., to R. C. Copeland Jr. re work at Greenville, 
Texas 
 08/31/1954, Driskill, R. Ervin, 2 pages, to W. D. Rhodes re pattern for caring for 
the needy 
 09/17/1947, Fudge, Bennie Lee, 2 pages and enclosure, to Miss Pearl Stewart re 
terms to dealers 
 12/03/1954, Wilson, L. R., to George Showalter re subscriptions to ​Firm 
Foundation 
 12/03/1954, Wilson, L. R., 2 Pages, to George Showalter re possible connection 
with ​Firm Foundation​ as editor 
 12/28/1954, Harper, E. R., 2 pages and enclosure, to Brother Tant re debate 
challenges 
  
LETTERS 1932-1951 in box 4 
 Letter to ACC Board of Directors presenting allegations (Feb. 12, 1932) 
 "A Message to Freed-Hardeman Alumni" 
 "Dehoff Leaves Freed-Hardeman" 
 Report form Central Church at Cleburne, TX 
 Correspondence between G. H. P. Showalter and various people (W. W. Otey, 
Joseph White, Frank Cox, Paul Sherrod, Otis Gatewood, Fanning Yater 
Tant, etc.) 
 A Message to Freed-Hardeman Alumni, Vertical File 
 Re: slanderous behavior of N. B. Hardeman 
 Dehoff Leaves Freed-Hardeman, Vertical File 
 Nichol, C. R., to G. H. P.  Showalter, regarding advertising 
 Nichol, C. R., The Possibility of Apostasy, re: book advertising 
 Otey, W. W., The Distinction, 4 Pages, re: supporting school and orphan homes 
 Otey, W. W., What is the Question, re: school controversy 
 Otey, W. W., Who will Affirm?, re: propositions 
 Otto Foster, Will We Work? (John 4:34), 4 Pages 
 Shofner, Vaughn D., Comments on "More about 'Fallacious Arguments'", 4 
Pages, 01/08/1951, Stevens, Eldred, re: debate 
 01/17/1951, Hall, S. H., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: divisions in church and other 
matters 
 01/21/1952, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: a question concerning 
supporting schools 
 01/22/1951, Otey, W. W., 2 Pages, to G. H. P. Showalter 
 01/25/1952, Cox, Frank L., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: various issues 
 01/26/1951, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: mission work 
 02/12/1932, Etheridge, T. H., Norman, Luther, Holland, B. F., Deveny, A. L., 
Showalter, G. H. P., 4 Pages, to Members of the Board of Directors of 
Abilene Christian College, re: rumors 
 02/17/1949, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: writing talks 
 02/19/1951, to G. H. P. Showalter 
 04/20/1951, Gatewood, Otis, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: book order 
 04/21/1951, Harper, E. R., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: mistakes in the tract 
 04/29/1951, Hudson, John Allen, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: Pepperdine affairs 
 05/09/1951, Hall, S. H., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: articles 
 05/09/1951, Hall, S. H., 3 Pages, to Hugh M. Tiner, re: Pepperdine issues 
 05/16/1947, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: school issue 
 06/12/1952, Showalter, G. H. P., to C. R. Nichol, re: book advertising 
 06/18/1947, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: Brewer's letter 
 06/28/1949, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: various matters 
 07/05/1949, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: mother's sickness 
 07/11/1951, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: various issues 
 07/24/1951, Letter, re: car accident 
 07/29/1951, Letter, re: car accident 
 08/02/1947, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: article 
 08/04/1947, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter 
 08/10/1951, 2 Pages, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: sectarianism 
 08/13/1951, Reeder, Frank, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: various issues 
 08/14/1947, Otey, W. W., to G. H. P. Showalter 
 09/24/51, Cox, Frank L., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: reimbursement request 
 09/24/51, Cox, Frank L., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: last paragraph omission 
 10/11/1951, Degenhart, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: correction 
 10/16/1951, Fanning Yater Tant, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: tract advertising 
 10/19/1927, Nichol, C. R., statement of meeting in Russellville, Ala. 
 11/02/1951, Shofner, Vaughn D., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: comment on 
Winborn's article in ​Firm Foundation 
 11/05/1951, Cox, James A., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: Bill Manning's preaching 
 11/07/1951, de Visser, Peter, General Manager of Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Co., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: book purchase 
 11/16/1951, White, Joseph W., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: ​Firm Foundation 
volumes 
 11/19/1951, Sherrod, Paul, to G. H. P. Showalter, re: printing tracts 
 11/19/1951, Sherrod, Paul, to Yater Tant, re: distribution of tracts 
 12/10/1950, Mr & Mrs Homer Fry, 3 Pages, to Firm Foundation Publishing 
Company, re: two songs (enclosed) 
 07/25/1951, West, W. B., to G. H. P. Showalter, re: the condition of the 
Pepperdine College 
  
LETTERS RE: SCHOOL OF MUSIC in box 2 
 Correspondence concerning Lemmons' summer music camp 
 02/14/1988, Lee, Joe and Jane, 2 Pages, To: Reuel Lemmons 
 03/09/1987, Lemmons, Reuel, to the class of 1986, re: Reunion 
 03/10/1984, Lemmons, Reuel, to Elders and Ministers, re: School Circular 
 03/10/1988, Irvin, G. Wallace, to: Foundation School of Church Music, Re: 
Admission Issue 
 03/19/1988, Schooley, Warren C., To: Foundation School of Music, Re: 
Information on 1988 School Year 
 03/28/1978, Lemmons, Reuel, Re: Circular of the School of Music 
 04/04/1988, Hill, Jim, To: Foundation School of Church Music, Re: School 
Attendance 
 04/26/1988, Gaer, Warren, To: Foundation School of Music, Re: School 
Information 
 04/28/1988, Santillan, Felipa, To Whom It May Concern, Re: Summer Classes 
 05/02/1988, Macy, David, To: Foundation School of Music, Re: School 
Information 
 05/13/1988, Price, Roger, To: Foundation School, Re: Information Request 
 05/29/1984, Lemmons, Reuel, Re: Pitch Pipes 
 06/06/1988, Meadows, Danny A., 2 Pages, To: Reuel Lemmons, re: Letter of 
Appreciation 
 06/28/1985, Lemmons, Reuel, To: Steven Johnson, Re: Reimbursement 
 07/22/1987, Scheurich, Frank, Re: payment 
 12/10/1988, Lee, Joe and Jane, 2 Pages, To: Reuel and Imy Lemmons, Re: 
Several Issues 
 12/31/1988, Lemmons, Reuel, To: Arthur and Mary Melonado, Re: Coming 
School Year 
  
LETTERS TO & FROM G. H. P. SHOWALTER TO FIRM FOUNDATION in box 1 
 01/06/1953, to Mrs. J. E. Huggins re. reprinting book by J. P. Jarrett. 
 01/13/1944, from Davidson, Clinton, re plans for financial assistance 
 01/14/1944, to Clinton Davidson re "The Life and Epistles of Paul" 
 01/15/1954, from Moulder, Joe H., 2 Pages, re disfellopwship of Plansite 
congregation. 
 01/26/1944, from Davidson, Flora, G. H. P. Showalter re a copy of "The Life and 
Epistles of Paul." 
 01/29/1940, from Davidson, Clinton, and Sewell re Earl Oettu and Bible Banner 
article 
 01/31/1944, from Davidson, Clinton, re future articles 
 02/01/1944, from Pepperdine, George, re talk on 2/28 
 02/03/1943, to Clinton Davidson re quarterlies and donation 
 02/03/1954, from Hudson, John Allen, re. Old Paths Book Club 
 02/03/1954, to John Allen Hudson re. book club and offerings. 
 02/09/44, from Davidson, Clinton, 2 Pages, re article by E. R. Harper 
 02/11/1944, to Clinton Davidson re Pepperdine College 
 02/12/1944, from Manhattan Church of Christ elders, re Clinton Davidson 
 02/14/1944, to Clinton Davidson re regret publishing article 
 02/15/1944, from Lovell, James, re E. R. Harper and Clint Davidson 
 02/15/1944, from Young, C. B. F., re $250 gift from ​Christian Leader 
 02/16/1944, from Askew, R. H., re change of address for Firm Foundation 
 02/16/1944, from Curtis, George B., re "The Ordained Wilder" 
 02/17/1944, to B. D. Morehead of ​World Vision​ re pamphlet cost 
 02/17/1944, to Manhattan Church of Christ re inadvertent article 
 02/19/1944, from Benson, George S., re speaker for graduation 
 02/19/1944, from Otey, W. W., re handling of war controversy 
 02/21/1944, to B. D. Morehead of ​World Vision​ re pamphlet cost 
 02/21/1944, R. H. Askew re change of address for ​Firm Foundation 
 02/21/1944, to W. W. Otey re commendation of attitude 
 02/21/1944, to J. Lovell re article by E. R. Harper 
 02/21/1944, Showalter, G. H. P., Letter responding to George S. Benson 
 02/21/1944, to George B. Curtis replying to his letter of 2/16/44 
 02/21/1944, to C. B. F. Young acknowledging $250 gift 
 02/24/1944, from Lovell, J. L., re E. R. Harper vs. Clinton Davidson 
 03/06/1944, fromDavidson, Clinton, re articles on Christian living 
 03/10/1944, from Nichol, C. R., personal letter with enclosure 
 03/10/1944, from Porter, Rue and Keller, Robert J., praising articles in ​Firm 
Foundation​, Keller's letter is dated 4/2/44 
 03/10/1946, from Davidson, Norman, 3 Pages, re plan to heal the division around 
premillennialism 
 03/19/1952, from Sawyer, Wyatt, to ​Firm Foundation​ re Bible study course 
 03/21/1941, from Roberson, Charles H., re millenarians 
 03/26/1954, from Tabor, O. H., re anti-Catholic ads (enclosures) 
 03/27/1944, from Davidson, Clinton, radio station broadcast 
 04/02/1953, from Whitson, Mont, Bible Chairs. 
 04/03/1944, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., re money on ​Bible Banner​ account 
 04/08/1944, Foy E. Wallace Jr. thanking him for a check and commendation 
 04/09/1948, from Ernest Beam, re protest against representation 
 04/12/1944, from Davidson, Clinton, with enclosed article 
 04/14/1944, from Burns, Mrs. Jesse B., letter to Bro. Birchfield 
 04/14/1944, from Davidson, Clinton, re advice on content for ​Firm Foundation 
 05/12/1943, from Jones, J. M., re Dallas coalition 
 06/10/1954, from Hudson, John Allen, to 'whom it may concern' re Old Paths 
Book Club 
 06/15/1951, from Thurman, Dillard, Dr. Hall's proposal for a 'Love Feast'. 
 07/06/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, Invitation to come east to rest 
 07/07/1954, from Hobbs, A. G. Jr., re book offer 
 07/13/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, directions for visit 
 07/19/1954, from Church of Christ, 2nd page and signature missing 
 08/04/1954, from White, John B., re article by Jack Hardcastle 
 08/06/1943, to Clinton Davidson re copy of "Research Institution of America." 
 08/06/1943, to Clinton Davidson re collection efforts 
 08/06/1946, from Davidson, Norman, re betrayed friendship 
 08/09/1954, from Hawley, Roger, re charges against O. H. Tallman and Odell 
Myers 
 08/10/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, magazine prices 
 08/13/1943, to Clinton Davidson re subscription and finances 
 08/14/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, to Dr. C. B. F. Young re steps to prove 
Christian Leader​ is not premillennialist 
 08/20/1954, to W. W. Linkenhoger re. letter / R. E. Davis (enclosure) 
 08/21/1953, from Lemmons, Reuel, re C. R. Nichol's exception to article 
 08/22/1939, from Davidson, Clinton, re contributed material 
 08/23/1939, from Davidson, Clinton, re Jimmie Lovell's article 
 08/24/1938, from Davidson, Clinton, re prospective periodical 
 08/28/1954, to W. R. Smith re R. E. Davis 
 08/31/1939, from Davidson, Clinton, to G. P. H. Showalter and Frank L. Cox re 
Spotlight​ and ​Christian Leader 
 08/31/1943, from Davidson, Flora and Davidson, Clint, responding to gossip 
mailed 
 09/09/1954, from Lovell, Lames L., re. book 'Talking Things Over' 
 09/14/1954, from Carpenter, L. E., 2 Pages, plea to G. H. P. Showalter to correct 
published recommendation 
 09/18/1954, from Nichol, C. R., re protest of article by Bro. Lemmons 
 09/24/1954, from Brady, Ralph W., to Homer P. Reeves re. Vernon Spivey and 
Golden Plains ​Firm Foundation​ ad enclosure 
 09/25/1939, from Davidson, Clinton, re ​The Spotlight 
 09/27/1954, from Reeves, Homer Putnam,. letter from Ralph W. Brady 
(enclosure, copy/letter to Ralph W. Brady) 
 10/12/1954, from Nichol, C. R., re continued protest about non-publication of 
article 
 10/19/1954, from Reeves, Homer P., Roger Hawley Summerlin, re O. H. Tallman 
and Odell Myers and Frye 
 10/23/1943, to Clinton Davidson re raising money for Abilene Christian College 
 10/23/1954, from Graham, Ralph V., re O. H. Tallman and Odell Myers 
 10/29/1943, from Morris, Don H., raising funds for dormitory 
 11/01/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, re Abilene Christian College's problems 
with Davidson 
 11/02/1943, Nick [C. R. Nichol?], postcard (personal) to G. H. P. Showalter 
 11/04/1953, from Hampton, Jesse W., 2 Pages, to ​Firm Foundation​ re plea for 
helping work among the American Indians 
 11/18/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, subscriptions for every member 
 11/18/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, to Dr. C. B. F. Young for $250 from the 
account of ​Christian Leader 
 11/18/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, to G. F. Benson re Rockingham meeting 
 11/24/1944, from Davidson, Clinton, re. personal Bible classes 
 11/30/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, complimenting editorial of Nov. 30 
 12/01/1952, from Huggins, Mrs. J. P., re. reprinting book. 
 12/02/1943, from Young, C. B. F., re check from ​Christian Leader 
 12/06/1943, C. B. F. Young re check 
 12/11/1940, from Nichol, C. R., re next week plans 
 12/17/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, praising article "Ministry of the Word" 
 12/17/1943, to Clinton Davidson re Klingman and Speck 
 12/20/1943, from Davidson, Flora, re expected book. 
 12/25/1943, from Davidson, Clinton, re Christmas gift of "Salem Echo" 
  
LETTERS TO & FROM REUEL LEMMONS & FIRM FOUNDATION in box 1 
 Elders, Shafter California Church of Christ, to 'whom it may concern' re 
withdrawal of fellowship from T. L. Holland. 
 01/19/1955, from Dickson, George R., re letters of withdrawal. 
 01/20/1955, from McCollum, W. W., re Longview, Washington troubles 
 01/24/1955, from Bailey, J. C., re Longview, Wash. Church 
 01/25/1955, from McWherter, C. L., re division at Greggton, Texas 
 02/03/1955, from Spears, Roy D., to ​Firm Foundation​ from elders, Brady, TX 
 02/07/1955, from Harper, E. R., re debate challenges involving Yater Tant and 
Highland Church of Christ and ​Gospel Guardian 
 03/04/1955, from Maynard, E., 18 Pages, to ​Firm Foundation​ re U. R. Forest. 
Copies of letters enclosed. 
 03/19/1955, from Seaman, M. R., Reuel Lemmons to be forwarded to ​Gospel 
Advocate 
 04/07/1955, from Conner, R. C., re masonry 
 04/18/1955, from Overby, John T., "An Open Letter to Roy Cogdill" 
 04/20/1955, from Watson, Sterling, to Reuel Lemmons re Roy's article 
 04/22/1955, from Correll, O. E., dropping subscription 
 04/26/1955, from Morrison, Mrs. J. S., re freedom of worship in Italy; newspaper 
clipping enclosed 
 04/28/1955, from Fowler, Thomas G., re letter to Senator Johnson 
 04/28/1955, from Lemley, F. L., report and cover letter for manuscript 
 04/29/1955, from Copeland, Robert C. Jr., re trouble about homes for aged and 
orphans 
 12/12/1954, from Elders, East Bakersfield Church of Christ, to 'brethren' re 
withdrawal of fellowship from T. L. Holland 
  
LETTERS TO AND FROM LEMMONS in box 3 
 Correspondence concerning ACU evolution controversy and the annual 
unrestricted gift) 
 Gift Annuity, Federal Income Tax Calculation 
 The Annual Unrestricted Gift, 3 Pages, Vertical File 
 Brochure about the importance of giving 
 01/18/1986, from Hurt, John, to Carl Brecheen, re: response to the accusations 
 01/24/1986, from Teague, William J., to: Clark, J. R., re: allegations 
 02/01/1986, from Brown, T. Pierce, Re: protest against evolution allegedly being 
taught at ACU 
 02/06/86, from Clark, J. R., to: William J. Teague, President of ACU, Re: appeal 
to answer the questions 
 02/07/1986, from Hurt, John, Re: appeal to deal with the evolution controversy 
 02/08/1986, from Clark, J. R., Re: accusations in evolution teaching 
 02/10/1986, from Dobbs, Clifford, Re: accusations in teaching of Theistic 
evolution 
 02/17/1986, ACU Institutional Statement, Re: accusation rebuttal 
 02/18/76, from Young, Norvel M., Re: statement of faith 
 02/18/82, from Beauchamp, Gary, Groves, Charles, and Black, Don, 2 Pages, 
Letter Re: financial matters 
 02/21/1986, Mize, Bob, To: Dr. William Teague, President of ACU, Re: sectarian 
spirit addressed at ACU lectureship 
 03/10/1983, from Senter, Earl C., Re: support of Raji Stephan in Jerusalem 
 03/10/1983, from Senter, Earl C., Re: fund raising 
 03/15/1983, from Breakfield, Paul T., Re: fund raising 
 03/25/1976, from Pack, Frank, Re: school affairs 
 04/08/1976, from Banowsky, William S., Re: new Regents at Pepperdine 
University 
 04/25/1986, ACU National Steering Committee, Vertical File 
 04/28/1986, Lemmons, Reuel, McGlothlin, Ray, Letter, Re: financial support of 
ACU 
 05/09/1986, Reuel Lemmons, appeal for contributions 
 05/15/1975, from Pepperdine, Helen 
 05/20/1975, to: Helen Pepperdine, Re: non CC election to the board 
 09/24/1986, from Shelton, Tommy E., To: Dr. Gray, C. G., re: off campus courses 
  
LOCAL BULLETINS AND ADS in box 5 
 Numerous pamphlets and advertisements for Churches of Christ, some tracts 
  
LONE STAR in box 4 
 Various advertisements from bottling companies 
 Correspondence 
 Schedule of Assets for Lone Star Vender Corporation (Sep. 1950) 
 "The Future of Soft-Drinks in The Cap Sealed Can" (National Bottlers' Gazette) 
 Salary Schedules of Lone Star 
 Pictures of old vending machines (1950's) 
  
MANUSCRIPT - E. M. BORDEN in box 11 
 "The Silver Mine Romance" by E. M. Borden 
  
MANUSCRIPTS in box 10 
Sermon manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons: 
 In Christ, 10 pages 
 The Bible as the Word of God, 13 pages 
 The Second Commandment: Letting God be God, 14 pages in two parts 
 What is Discipline-Part 2, 13 pages in two parts manuscript (pages 8-13) 
 A sermon manuscript on the Church. Given also at the Pepperdine Lectures, 1963 
 1964, Western Christian College, Reuel Lemmons, 10 pages 
 1964 Homecoming Sermon, Western Christian College 
 September 28, 1961, Christianity in these Perilous Times, 12 pages 
  
MANUSCRIPTS - ARTICLES - DOCTRINAL in box 14 
 Bulletins, papers, articles 
  
MANUSCRIPTS 1978 in box 7 
 Sermon manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons: 
 A sermon manuscript on tongues and miracles. 
 Ladies Bible Class ERA, A lesson on women's roles. 
 Abilene, TX, Authority and Religion 
 April 26, 1978, The One Church 
 April 26, 1978, Baker Heights Church of Christ-Abilene, TX, a sermon on 
instrumental music in the church. 
 April 28, 1978, The Thousand Year Reign 
  
MANUSCRIPTS 1982 in box 7 
Sermon manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons: 
 Sermon on the book of John. 
 A gospel sermon. 
 Sermon on the Kingdom of God. 
 The Restoration Movement and Undenominational Christianity 
 "The Continuing Restoration" 
 The Church that Christ Built 
  
MANUSCRIPTS 1985 in box 7 
Sermon manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons: 
 The Right to the Pursuit of Happiness 
 The Right to a Spiritual Life 
 The Right to Liberty 
 The Right to Life, a lecture on abortion 
 Downtown Church of Christ, Morrilton, AR 
  
MANUSCRIPTS 1986 in box 7 
Sermon manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons: 
 Faith That God Is 
 Jesus is the Christ 
 New Heaven and Earth 
 Our God is Able 
 Right to Abundant Life 
 The Church of the Bible 
 The Family of God 
 The Future of Our Heritage 
 Whitney Church of Christ, Unity 
  
MINUTE CHAPEL in boxes 6 and 7 
 Copies of thirty-five 'Minute Chapel' columns by Reuel Lemmons, plus other 
columns such as 'Food For Thought' 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 2 
 Poems, clippings and bulletins 
 Christian Courier​, 4 Pages, Periodical 
 Class, worship attendance and contribution 
 God is Like, a short poem cut out of a newspaper 
 I Saw Booze in Action, 
 What Did Jesus Believe About Wealth?, Periodical 
 Wonder Where The Wampum Went?, Periodical 
 A short essay about Christmas 
 Editorial, The Vatican - Same Issue, Same Answer, Periodical 
 01/13/1974, ​The Informer​, Vol. 27, No.2, 4 Pages, a short essay on social drinking 
 01/17/1974, Gilliam, Doyle D., Prosperity is doing us in, ​The Visitor​, Volume 33, 
Number 3, Sunset Church of Christ 
 05/28/1939, from Ewing, Hettie Lee, to: friends at home, re: different issues with 
four photographs on the reverse 
 06/16/1974, Moser, Wm. Kay, Despicable Characters in Religion, ​The 
Gospelizer​, Vol. 4, No. 24, Church of Christ, Greenville 
 06/19/1974, DuBois, J. Paul, The Drawing Power of Christian Fellowship, 
Vol. V, No. 25, ​Church of Christ, Blue Ridge Blvd 
 06/27/1959, ​The Union Signal​, collection of articles against drunkenness 
 07/05/1936, New York Church of Christ, Order of Worship 
 07/14/1967, Paul and the 'Unknown God', ​Gospel Minutes​, Vol. XVI, NO. 28 
 12/12/1937, Carruth, Martin, Postcard, Letter 
 July, 1973, ​New Testament Christianity​, Vol. 2, NO. 2 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 6 
 Editorials, articles in bulletins 
 Correspondence 
 Copies of some songs 
 Letter to the ​Firm Foundation​ concerning missionary troubles in India 
 Roy Lanier, to Lemmons about an article in the Firm Foundation 
 12-20-1955, from W. B. Cox, to Lemmons in response to a ​Firm Foundation 
article 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 7 
 "Sewell Termed College Savior" (Abilene Reporter-News, July 8, 1969) 
 "'Father of ACC' Jesse Sewell Dies" (Abilene Reporter-News, July 4, 1969) 
 "What Use Shall We Make of the Bible" (tract by Lemmons) 
 List of "Theme Area Aims" (6 year plan) 
 Reuel Lemmons, 4 pages, Manuscript 
 Six Bible Class plans-Years 1-6, in manuscript form, by Reuel Lemmons 
 
MISCELLANEOUS in box 8 
 "Toward Racial Integration in Churches of Christ" (paper) 
 Church Bulletins 
 Information regarding Holy Land Tour 
 Contract for clients at Family Clinic 
 Various Advertisements 
 "Breaking New Records" (​Bible Society Record​, June 1961) 
 August 1961 issue of ​Bible Society Record 
 "The Man Who Was Wise on the Matter of Rocks" (​The Church Herald​, Aug. 24, 
1979) 
 Correspondence about Mormonism 
 Information for stockholders of Carver Industries 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 9 
 Typed and handwritten notes, prayer meeting minutes, bulletins, advertisements, 
correspondence, brochures, etc. 
 Correspondence of G. H. P. Showalter 
 Charter of Sunny Glen Home, San Juan TX 
 Constitution and By-Laws of Sunny Glen Home 
 Gospel Defender​ (July 1968) 
 Reprints and Excerpts from the ​Gospel Advocate 
 Editorials from ​Firm Foundation 
 Ready Record: A Daily Record of Service for Christ" (compiled by Jim Bill 
McInteer) 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 10 
 2 bulletins (Austin and Thailand) 
 Teaching outline from Ephesians 
 15 sermons or discussions 
 2 prayers 
 Rodney Langston, Thanksgiving Prayer, Typed manuscript, Manuscript 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 11 
 "Mormonism: Shadow or Reality?" (​The Salt Lake City Messenger​, Aug. 1972) 
 Handwritten and typed notes 
 "How To Raise Money For Christian Colleges" (booklet) 
 Tracts, lists of prayer meeting minutes, advertisements 
 ACC Citizenship Center Campaign Progress Report (Oct. 9, 1958) 
 Letter from Bill Teague (1958) 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 13 
 Sermons, outlines, handwritten notes 
  
MISCELLANEOUS in box 14 
 Advertisements 
 Material from Air Force about chaplains 
 Agenda: Sixth Annual Meeting of the Texas Research League 
 Newspaper clippings 
  
MISCELLANEOUS LETTERS in box 16 
 Letters concerning orphan homes from Paul Foutz, Essien A. Essien, Foy Wallace, 
Norvel Young, and L. W. Hayhurst 
  
MISCELLANEOUS TRACTS in box 5 
 "Origin of the Races of Man" 
 "The Scriptures are Self-Sufficient" 
 "Forsaking the Assembling" 
 "Religious Freedom" 
 "After Graduation - What?" 
 "Why Christians Allow Humanism to Hinder the Preaching of Christ" 
 "The Best Thing in Life" 
 "The Testimony of Alexander Campbell as to the History of Baptist Churches" 
 "Why I Do Not Smoke" 
 "What About the New Version?" 
 "Churches of Christ and the Disciples" 
 "Isaiah 7:14 - Young Woman or Virgin?" 
 "A Man Who Suffered" 
 "The Sin of Being Ordinary" 
 "Review - Reminder" 
 "Children's Bible Songs" 
 "The Story of Man's Salvation in God's Eternal Purpose" 
 "The Key to Receiving the Spirit" 
 "The Forbidden Apple" 
 Issue of ​The Harbinger and Discipliana​ (June 1957) 
 "An Analysis of Criticisms of the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible" 
 "An Analysis of a Contemporary College and Its Student" 
 "Love" 
 "Why I Left the Methodist Church" 
 "Birth Control" 
 "The Christian and the Dance" 
 "The Jehovah's Witnesses Preach Another Gospel" 
 "Old Scarecrow and the Cows" 
 "The Historicity of Baptists" 
 "Marriage, Divorce, and Remarriage" 
 "Healing Waters" 
 "The Christian Attitude Toward Other Races" 
 "Why I Left the Mormon Church" 
 "Be Of Good Cheer" 
 "Death of Modesty" 
 "A Medley: Between my Anti Brethren" 
 "'Anti' Brethren Go to Court and Take Over Walnut Street Church" 
 "Milestones in the Restoration Movement" 
 "Logic - and the Guardian" 
 "The Bible and Its Critics" 
 "Jesus!" 
 "Return of the Native" 
 "Where Trouble Can't Hurt You" 
  
MISCELLANEOUS TRACTS (2) in box 5 
 "Evolution: Science Falsely Accused" 
 "God's Law and Alien Sinners" 
 "The Deity of the Holy Spirit" 
 "All or Nothing" 
 "The Operation of the Holy Spirit" 
 "Understanding the Bible" 
 "From Crime to Christ" 
 "Sex Perversion Called Free Love" 
 "A Plea for Unity Among Churches of Christ" 
 "Something to Give to the Jehovah's Witness Caller" 
 "The Personalness of God" 
 "The Authority of the Bible" 
 "What's Wrong in the World?" 
 "In the Presence of Deity" 
 "The Authority Totem" 
 "Doctrinal Errors of the Hierarchical Discipleship Movement" 
 "I Will Pour Out My Spirit" 
 "The Inescapable Dictator" 
 "When Jesus Comes" 
 "The Bible Tells a Christian Woman How to Dress" 
 "Apostasy Chart" 
 "How Much Will My College Education Cost?" 
 "My Appeal" 
 "Creation Versus Evolution" 
 "How Can I Tell Which is God's Church?" 
 "Pocket Guide to Fellowship" 
 "The Human Will" 
 "The Key to Speaking in Tongues" 
  
MISSIONS-EVANGELISM in box 10 
Sermons by Reuel Lemmons: 
 Evangelism, concerning evangelism in the modern world. 
 The Southwest is a Mission Field Too 
 Unlimited Opportunities Facing the Church 
 Unto the Uttermost Parts 
  
NASHVILLE, ARK. NEWSPAPER in box 8 
 Church of Christ section of Nashville News (Nashville, Arkansas, May 5, 1964) 
  
ORPHAN HOMES in box 16 
 Handwritten and typed notes contesting the idea that Church of Christ should not 
be involved in orphan homes 
  
"OUTLINE STUDIES" in box 11 
 Various outline studies by James Murphy 
  
PASSPORT, ETC. (TRIP TO AZORES) in box 10 
 Passport 
 Correspondence with Air Force 
 Biographical sketch 
  
PEPPERDINE BOARDS & COMMITTEES in box 3 
 Last Will and Testament of Joseph A. DeBell 
 List of Board members 
 List of Chancellor's Council 
 Materials concerning the Board of Regents 
 "Pepperdine University Associates" (booklet) 
  
PEPPERDINE BYLAWS AND INCORPORATION in box 3 
 Amended and Restated Bylaws of Pepperdine University 
  
PEPPERDINE CONTROVERSY in box 3 
 Issue of "White Paper" (March 13, 1975) 
 Newspaper articles concerning secret fund at Pepperdine, and charge of 
manslaughter against M. Norvel Young 
 "The Spiritual Mission of Pepperdine University" (April 1, 1976) 
 "Proposed Research to be Conducted by Dr. M. Norvel Young" (paper, Feb 1976) 
 Various correspondence 
 Letter from Norvel Young to appear in "20th Century Christian" 
 Banowsky quits national GOP post, Newspaper 
 New Regents - Pepperdine University 
 Pepperdine Loses Conservative Hue 
 Sentencing of Chancellor Young, ​Los Angeles Times 
 Paddock, Rick, 52 Celebrities Say They Are Former Alcoholics, ​Los Angeles 
Times 
 Young, Norvel, To Our 20th Century Christian Family 
 02/20/1976, Harvis, Mark, Pepperdine's Church Ties Questioned by Statements, 
The Graphic 
 03/13/1975, Marshall, Robert R., Chancellor's Council, Re: history and results of 
investigation of Pepperdine University 
 03/14/1975, V. Luper Led Expose of Pepperdine Secret Fund 
 03/25/1975, Hash, Neva, Pepperdine Critics Exposed, ​The Graphic 
 03/28/1975, Miller, Donald V., Special Account at Pepperdine, ​Los Angeles 
Times​, Re: rebuttal of accusations 
 04/01/1976, The Spiritual Mission of Pepperdine University 
 04/20/1976, Banowsky, William S., Re: celebration of Mass 
 04/23/1975, from Hash, Neva, to: Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Re: article on student's opinion 
of Pepperdine 
 11/05/1975, Bergholz, Richard, Banowsky Resigns National GOP Post, ​Los 
Angeles Times 
 February 1976, Young, M. Norvel, Re: proposed research project to be conducted 
under the direction of the University of Southern California Safety Center 
  
PEPPERDINE REPORTS in box 3 
 "The Wave of Excellence" (Campaign for Pepperdine University) 
 Pepperdine University Report and Financial Statement (July 31, 1976 and 1975) 
 "Strengthening the Foundation for Continued Successful Growth" (May 3, 1976) 
  
PERIODICALS in box 4 
 Gospel Advocate​ (June 24, 1909) 
 Texas Missions​ (Nov. 15, 1908) 
 Firm Foundation​ (Feb. 25, 1941, Oct. 6, 1936) 
 
PREMILLENIALISM in box 11 
 3 sermons 
  
PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL - RELIGIOUS in box 14 
 Advertisements and materials from churches 
 "What is the Church of Christ?" (large newspaper advertisement) 
 Tracts, solicitations, advertisements from Christian publications 
  
PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL - SECULAR in box 14 
 Advertisements, solicitations, correspondence from companies and publishers 
  
PUBLICATION MATERIALS in box 15 
 List of addresses for copyrights 
 List of sheet music prices 
 "Grace So Amazing" (booklet) 
 Lists of songs 
 Miscellaneous correspondence and advertisements 
  
RADIO SERMONS (1) in boxes 13 and 17 
    Radio sermons, including ​Firm Foundation​ radio broadcasts 
  
REPORT - TRIP TO ROME & ITALIAN PROBLEMS in box 1 
 "Report on Trip to Rome", Orville McDonald, Contains: Introduction to Reports 
on Italian Religious Controversy; Report on Church of Christ, Rome Italy; International 
Press Club Conference in Rome; The Frascati Incident; Closing of Rome Church; Cases 
of Conversion; Interview with Eldridge Derbrow, Minister- Counselor at the US Embassy 
in Rome; Pertinent Articles of the New Italian Constitution of 1947; Interview with 
Spokesman of the Italian Foreign Ministry; Interview with Dr. Manfredi Ronchi, Baptist Head 
in Italy; Interview with Dr. Emmanuele Sbaffi, Chairman of the Federal Council of 
Evangelical Churches in Italy; Interview with Seventh Day Adventists in Italy; 
Special Remarks of Clyde Paden 
  
REUEL LEMMONS SERMONS in box 2 
Sermons by Reuel Lemmons: 
 untitled 11 page manuscript 
 A Plea for Unity on the Bible 
 Freedom in Christ 
 Hand in Hand 
 Positioning the Church for the 21st Century 
 Premillennialism 
 Sanctification - Justification 
 Some Interesting Quotations from Scholars 
 The Apostasy from the Truth was Predicted 
 The Body of Christ, How Broad is its Fellowship 
 The First Resurrection - Number One 
 The History of the Restoration Movement in America 
 The Result of Truth 
 The Source of Authority in the Christian Religion 
 Upon this Rock 
 What is New Testament Christianity 
 11/06/1976, Nickol, Mary, 12 Pages, Manuscript 
  
"SABBATH" in box 11 
 "The Sabbath Law is Abrogated" manuscript by E. C. Fuqua 
  
SERMON NOTES AND OUTLINES in box 2 
Sermons by Reuel Lemmons unless otherwise noted: 
 Sermon about persecution 
 Philemon 
 Reading, Entire 12th chapter Isaiah 
 Seek Ye First the Kingdom 
 Some Conditions of Acceptable Prayer 
 The Gospel Tenses 
 Sermon on action 
 A Note 
 A Sermon 
 A Sermon on Theodicy 
 12th Chapter of Romans 
 Christian Stewardship 
 Miracles of Christ 
 Seek Ye First the Kingdom - Mt. 6:33 
 The Universal Servant 
 What Think Ye of Christ? 
 Who Should Sing? 
 October 1933 
 A Sermon on Baptism 
 Schemes on millenialistic views 
 A Christian Prays 
 Church Growth 
 Drawing Closer to God through Andrew 
 Elders 
 Every Member is a Minister 
 Faith and Opinion 
 Fasting 
 How to Build a Great Church Budget 
 Living in the Spirit 
 Mission Work of the Church 
 Preacher 
 Qualifications for Elders 
 Romans 8 
 An Outline 
 The Church and Evangelism 
 Village Eldership Ideas 
 Brown, Tom, We Will Not Neglect The House of The Lord 
 Davis, Donald, When Was The Spirit Poured Forth? 
 Critique On Work 
 The Church in the Eighties 
 The Missionary And Evangelistic Campaigns 
 The Missionary And Journalism 
 The Missionary And Personal Evangelism 
 The Missionary And Public Relations 
 The Missionary As A Business Man 
 Where Can/Where Do We Go From Here?, 
 I Am Doing A Great Work and Cannot Go Down 
 Williams, Cathy, Faith 
 02/27/1973, Choate, J. C., The Bible Heart 
 12/13/1962, Lemmons, Reuel, The Missionary And His Supporting Congregation 
 Quotations on Eldership 
 On Church Government 
 As We Sow, We Reap 
 Blessings in the Church 
 Circumcision of the Heart 
 How God Speaks to Man? 
  
SEVEN "P's" OF PREACHING in box 11 
 Manuscript by Eldred Stevens of Abilene Christian College (1972) 
  
SONGBOOK MATERIALS in box 6 
 Copies of songs 
 Correspondence 
 Numerous lists of songs 
  
SONGS BY HOLLAND L. BORING, SR. in box 15 
 
SONGS BY VERA HOLDING in box 15 
  
SONGS IN PRINT in box 15 
 Numerous songs 
  
SONGS SUBMITTED in box 15 
 Numerous songs 
TEXAS HISTORY in box 9 
 Information about discovery of portrait of Alexander Campbell 
 Treatise by Church of Christ in Norville (Houston) (1951) 
 Typed notes about history of Church of Christ 
 "The Church of Christ in Texas" (typed notes) 
 "History of the Restoration Movement in Texas" (​Christian Journal​, Dec. 14, 1962) 
 Papers from the "Open Forum" (1985) 
  
TRACTS in box 8 
 "Jehovah's Witnesses Exposed" 
 "The Jewish Tabernacle" (The Truth, June 1958) 
 "Titus 1:15-2:5) 
 "Sin and Salvation" 
 "Why the Gospel?" 
 "What Use Shall We Make of the Bible?" 
 "The Return of the Prodigal" 
 "The Broader View of Christianity" 
 "An Aid to Personal Family Devotions" 
 "An Aid to Romanism in the Bible" 
 "Why Not Be Just a Christian?" 
 Issue of "Building Attitudes for Intermediates" 
 19 sermons by Tom C. Brown 
 Reuel Lemmons, The Broader View of Christianity, Firm Foundation Tract 
 Reuel Lemmons, The Return of the Prodigal, Firm Foundation Tract 
 Reuel Lemmons, What Use Shall We Make of the Bible, Firm Foundation Tract 
 Reuel Lemmons, Why the Gospel, Firm Foundation Tract 
 Reuel Lemmons, Sin and Salvation, Pamphlet 
  
TRACTS - HANDBILLS in box 2 
 Al's Bait Camp, Vertical File 
 A tract 
 An Ancient Bible Riddle ????, Vertical File 
 A poem 
 Announcing A New Approach, Letter 
 How to Study the Bible Study Guide Ad 
 First Baptist Church, Vertical File 
 A flyer 
 Lemmons, Reuel, The Church and the Temple, ​World Vision Publishing 
Company 
 Melton, Johnny, Impossibility Thinkers 
 Miller E. H., The Beauties of Heaven, poem 
 Price, R. R., A Study of the "New Testament Church" 
 Price, Robert R., The Church of Christ 
 Sanders, J. P., Russel N. Squire, Church Music, Vermont Ave. Church of Christ 
 Shelburne, G. B., Jr., Are You a Doubting Thomas? 
 07/01/1951, Hardeman, Pat, Salvation in the Church, Lakeview Church of Christ, 
Waco, TX 
 October 1976, An Outward Reach, ​Gospel Tidings 
 A comment on a recent issue of ​Firm Foundation 
  
TRACTS AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - PICTURES in box 1 
 Cardboard 'clergy' placard. 
 Business card for the Vernon M. Spivey Personal Development Training Course. 
 
 Photographs: 
 W. B. Childs 
 Church of Christ building, unknown location. 
 Hettie Lee Ewing and a group from five congregations in Shizisha 
 Dr. B. C. Moore, an interpreter, Fuchida, Coffman, and Chaplain (Maj.) 
W. R. Anderson 
 Photo of Fuchida addressing 100s of Japanese on "Christ the Hope of the 
World" at Fukuoka, Japan. 
 
 Electroplates: 
 C. R. Nichol 
 Mounded Electroplate of Thomas S. Cobb. 
 Mounted electroplate of J. W. Acuff 
 Mounted electroplate of Alexander Campbell. 
 Mounted electroplate of Norvel Young, Reuel Lemmons, B. C. 
Goodpasture, and James Nichols. 
 Mounted electroplate of the book "Exploring the Bible" 
 Mounted electroplate of man, name unknown 
 Reuel Lemmons 
 
  
 Get Somewhere in Life, 12 Pages, Pamphlet 
 Pamphlet advertising the Vernon M. Spivey Institute. 
 Statement of Clinton Davidson, 4 Pages, Pamphlet 
 Davidson, Clinton, Lessons From History, 8 Pages, Pamphlet 
 Showalter, G. P. H., Future of the Christian Leader, 6 Pages, Pamphlet 
 Warren and Cherry Church of Christ, Pamphlet 
 01/13/1941, from Wright, Mrs. Madison, to G. P. H. Showalter with enclosed 
open letter for publication re fundraising for her husband's work. 
 02/09/1936, Photograph of Madison Wright 
 
TRACTS RE: THE BIBLE in box 5 
 "Bible Translations Use and Abuse" 
 "Good News" 
 "The Proper Attitude Toward the Scriptures" 
 "The Catholic Bible Has the Truth" 
 "Can the Common Man Know God's Will?" 
 9 tracts from "Let the Bible Speak" series 
  
UNDATED MANUSCRIPTS in box 7 
Undated manuscripts by Reuel Lemmons: 
 Kingdom of God 
 Ghosts of Past Failures 
 Heritage and Destiny 
 Heritage and Family-Part 3 
 Positioning the Church for the 21st Century 
 Square One: What the Center Can do for the Church 
 Standing on the Threshold 
 The Father's Blessings 
 The Receptiveness of the World 
 World Evangelism 
  
FOY E. WALLACE JR. in box 1 
 At a Time Like This, Manuscript 
 Handwritten article, unknown author; 5 pages. 
 Eternal Values, or Treasures that Endure, Manuscript 
 Typewritten sermon with handwritten notes; three pages. Author unknown. 
 
Letters to, from or about Wallace: 
 To ​Firm Foundation​ or G. H. P. Showalter re article on "Great Songs of the 
Church" and E. L. Jorgenson. 
 01/16/1936, to G. H. P. Showalter requesting list of preachers for ​Gospel 
Guardian 
 04/20/1937, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace Jr. re letter from K. C. 
Moser 
 07/08/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re merger of ​Firm 
Foundation​ and ​Gospel Guardian 
 07/14/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace Jr. re suggestions for 
merger of ​Firm Foundation​ and ​Gospel Guardian 
 07/18/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re propositions for 
merger of ​Firm Foundation​ and ​Gospel Guardian 
 07/23/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re plans to meet for 
talk 
 07/25/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re meeting and visit 
 07/28/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re type-set list. 
 07/29/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re type-set list. 
 08/04/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re list of ​Gospel 
Guardian​ subscribers 
 08/12/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re type-set list 
 08/15/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re ​Firm Foundation 
and ​Gospel Guardian​ merger 
 
  
 08/15/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to Wilbur E Brown re mailing list problems 
(copy) 
 08/18/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re mailing list 
problems 
 08/25/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re mailing list 
problems 
 09/15/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re articles and bundle 
of ​Firm Foundation 
 09/16/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re enclosure of 
samples of ​Firm Foundation​. 
 10/20/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re E. L. Jorgenson 
letter 
 10/20/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re change of address 
 10/21/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re Claud F. Witty 
Letter 
 10/23/1936, Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re enclosed manuscripts 
 10/24/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re J. F. Lilly letter 
 10/24/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re Claud F. Witty 
letter. 
 10/31/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re E. L. Jorgenson's 
letter 
 11/06/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re subscription list 
and debate 
 11/16/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re selling mailing 
list 
 11/21/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re renewals of ​Firm 
Foundation 
 11/23/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re "Great Songs of 
the Church" 
 11/28/1936, from Showalter, G. H. P., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re letter to E. L. 
Jorgenson. 
 11/28/1936, from Wallace, Foy E. Jr., to G. H. P. Showalter re G. C. Brewer's 
lecture. 
 12/12/1936, from Cox, Frank L., to Foy E. Wallace, Jr. re "Showalter's 
Travelogues". 
  
WARREN-LEMMONS CORRESPONDENCE in box 16 
 Correspondence between Reuel Lemmons and Thomas B. Warren concerning orphan 
homes 
  
WOODS-LANIER CORRESPONDENCE in box 16 
 Correspondence between Roy Lanier and Guy N. Woods on the subject of orphan 
homes 
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
